Cz 82 parts diagram

The CZ m. Just about all of them come with a damaged painted finish; to refinish the painted
parts, it's necessary to almost completely disassemble the pistol. There are 55 parts, not
including the magazine, and disassembly is a little scary because of the many parts, including
fifteen different pins. But it comes almost completely apart with only a screwdriver, a light
hammer, and a couple of punches. Improvised punches can be made by filing flat the ends of
nails. The two grip panel inserts 51 aren't there on a m. In the following discussion, left, right,
top, bottom, forward, rear, front, back, up, and down are from the pistol's point of view. Pull
down the front end of the trigger guard it won't come down if the magazine is in place. Cock the
hammer and pull the slide all the way back, up, and off the rear, and let the recoil spring pull the
slide forward and off the barrel. The recoil spring slides off. Grip screws and grips. The grips
come off easier when the pistol is cocked and on "safe". Then release the safety, hold the
hammer, pull the trigger, and let the hammer down easy. Firing pin. Press the firing pin 8 in to
release the firing pin stop 10 , and slide the stop down and out. If the firing pin stop is tight, pry
it with a small screwdriver and tap it a bit with a soft punch. Be careful; the spring will send the
firing pin out smartly. Just hold your thumb over it while you slide off the firing pin stop so it
won't fly away when it's released. The hole that contains the extractor pin 6 may be swaged at
the bottom, inside the slide, thus the pin should go up, not down. The extractor 5 and spring 7
will fall out when you remove the punch. Drive out the front sight roll pin 3 from either side, and
tap out the front sight with a small punch. Drift out the rear sight from left to right. Magazine
release. Press the magazine catch 44 against a piece of wood to balance the pressure of the
magazine catch spring 45 and slide out the magazine catch lever pin The pin has a groove in it
so you can pull it with the end of a punch. Slide stop. If the trigger guard latch pin 40 is a roll pin
hollow split pin then just drive it out, and the slide stop spring 42 and the slide stop 41 will fall
out. Note that the spring isn't shaped like in the diagram. It curves over the top of the trigger
guard latch pin. If the trigger guard latch pin 40 is a solid pin, then it has a slot for the slide stop
spring and it's smaller at one end so it only goes out one way. Lift or press the slide stop spring
from the slot and the pin slides out. If you just drive out either the trigger guard latch pin or the
slide stop, the spring will be destroyed. Drive out the pin 37 ; the safety comes off. The pin has a
groove in the center so it can be retained by a dent in the frame at the center. You can see the
dent under the hammer. Press the safety latch 35 in against its spring 36 and tip it out. The
safety latch bears against the mysterious steel ball 22 which is swaged into the frame. If the
safety doesn't work easily, the latch is probably rough. The ball is harder and less likely to wear
out. Main spring plug. Press in the main spring plug 33 to balance the pressure of the main
spring 32 and push out the pin 6. The main spring plug and main spring will come out; the main
spring strut 31 doesn't come out yet. Pull out the pin 23 and the disconnector 19 comes out
from the top. The pin may have either a round or a square head. Slide out the trigger pivot pin
16 to the left it's held in by the slide stop. Wiggle the trigger down until you can see the trigger
bar pin Pay attention to how the trigger spring fits into holes in the trigger bar and trigger. Now
the trigger bar pin 18 can be pushed out and the trigger 14 and trigger spring 15 come out.
Trigger bar. Before you pull it out, notice how the trigger bar 17 engages with the sear, the
automatic safety, and the hammer lever. If the trigger bar doesn't come out easily, it will hang
up on the trigger bar disconnector. Work it to where it almost passes the trigger bar
disconnector and then encourage it a little by carefully prying it forward and down. It will "pop"
out. Ejector and Automatic Safety. The frame may be swaged on both sides to retain the ejector
pin 6 , or the pin may just slide out. It might have red paint on the ends to indicate the safety's
"fire" position. Once the pin is out, wiggle the ejector 20 up and out with the automatic safety 21
that's held inside it on the ejector pin. Now you can see the hammer lever 28 and the sear
Hammer pin. Push out the hammer pin The hammer 26 and hammer lever 28 are now free to
move around a bit to allow the sear some wiggle room; they don't come out just yet. Pay
attention to how the sear spring 30 bears down against the sear 29 and up against the auto
safety inside the ejector that you already removed. Release the hammer from the sear and tip
the hammer all the way forward to get it out of the way of the sear. Then pull out the sear pivot
pin 23 and remove the sear and sear spring downward. Notice how the hammer lever slides in a
groove in the frame. Now the hammer and hammer lever will come out together, and the
mainspring strut falls out. So, let's think about putting it back together. Remember, I don't offer
or imply any warranty, I don't accept responsibility if things go badly, and I don't recommend
my method over any other. All I can say with assurance is that my pictures are pretty good. Use
the diagram to correctly orient the parts during reassembly, and apply a little grease in the right
places as you go along. Hold the spring and extractor in place a padded vise is handy for this
and install the pin from the top. Drive it in until it almost reaches the bottom surface inside the
slide. Drop in the hammer strut, and then slide in the hammer and hammer lever from the front.
The hammer pin is installed after the sear is in place. The sear spring goes in with the bent end

resting on the top of the sear; then the sear pin can go the rest of the way in. Automatic safety.
The automatic safety fits under the ejector and turns on the ejector pin; it prevents the hammer
from striking the firing pin unless the trigger is pulled. It can be dropped more or less into place
At this point you can see the top end of the sear spring through the hole in the top of the
ejector. But the top of the sear spring shouldn't be in the hole; it should bear up against a notch
in the automatic safety. Later, we'll use the hole to get the sear spring properly engaged with
the automatic safety. Every part of a good machine has a purpose, even this little hole. Line up
the hammer, and slide in the hammer pin with the small end to the left. The automatic safety is
probably what makes this little pistol "scary" to put together. But it's not so hard if you know
how. Use a small straight punch to press down the end of the sear spring. As you hold down the
end of the spring with the punch, get the tab on the back of the automatic safety into the notch
in the hammer tipping the muzzle up helps , and use the hammer to push the automatic safety
forward over the top of the sear spring. Nudge the sear spring toward the right as you do this so
it comes up on the automatic safety. Hold the hammer forward while you slide a pointed fat
toothpick in the ejector pin hole to line up and hold everything together. The disconnector pin is
temporarily installed to help hold the ejector in place. With the toothpick holding the automatic
safety in its proper position, pull the hammer back and see if you can feel spring pressure as
you push the bottom tab on the sear toward the rear. Then test to see that the automatic safety
is properly engaged with the sear spring: With the hammer held back, press the bottom of the
automatic safety toward the rear; you should feel spring pressure as the back of the automatic
safety tips up. If you feel and see the automatic safety working against the spring, then
congratulate yourself. If not, start over. Once the sear and automatic safety are working
correctly, break off one end of the toothpick flush with the frame. This turns the toothpick into a
slave pin. Now slide or drive in the ejector pin as the toothpick comes out, pointy end first. The
slave pin the toothpick keeps things aligned as the ejector pin replaces the slave pin. Check
again that the sear spring doesn't stick into the hole in the ejector, and that the sear and
automatic safety have spring pressure on them. Main spring and plug. This is a good time to
assemble the hammer strut with the main spring and plug because the hammer strut will help to
hold the sear, automatic safety, and trigger lever in the right places when you install the trigger
bar. Slide in the main spring and main spring plug, and arrange the main spring strut so it
engages with the hammer and is centered in the frame. It will fall into a slot in the hammer. You
can tell when it's right because the hammer and strut will move together. Press in the plug to
balance the pressure of the main spring, and slide in the pin. Trigger and trigger bar. Here's how
the trigger and trigger bar go together. The spring fits into holes in both the trigger and the
trigger bar. Besides the automatic safety, this is another place where the m. Notice how there
are three devices with tabs that engage the trigger bar: the sear, the automatic safety, and the
hammer lever. The trigger bar goes in front of the sear tab, in between the two tabs of the
automatic safety, and behind the tab on the hammer lever. The protrusion at the back end of the
trigger bar fits up into the automatic safety. If the hammer is back, hold it, release the sear, and
let the hammer go all the way forward. Now with the frame upside-down, the trigger bar just falls
into place like magic. Check that the trigger bar engages the sear, automatic safety, and
hammer lever correctly, and that the back end of the trigger bar is all the way up in the frame.
Now the front end of the trigger bar will hang down far enough to complete the next step. With
the trigger bar positioned so the hole where it connects to the trigger is just visible below the
frame, use a pointed toothpick to help align and assemble the trigger bar, trigger, and trigger
spring. Again we use the slave pin trick. Slide in the trigger bar pin to replace the toothpick.
Consider that this operation requires you to move four different pieces into their proper places
all at once; having done this, you're now a certified mechanical genius. Position the trigger
assembly in the frame, checking again to see that the trigger bar properly engages the sear, the
automatic safety, and the hammer lever. Insert a straight punch through the trigger pivot pin
hole from the right side and align the trigger in the frame. With the trigger pivot pin in place, the
trigger, sear, auto safety, and hammer should work together. But don't allow the hammer to fall;
it will strike the sear and bugger it up. This applies any time you have the slide off. This shows
the trigger guard latch pin, the slide stop spring, and the slide stop, without the trigger in place,
so you can see them better. However, the trigger assembly and the trigger pivot pin have to go
in before the slide stop, because the slide stop holds in the trigger pivot pin. Install the slide
stop and the slide stop spring, and then install the trigger guard latch pin while you hold the
slide stop spring up so it will be positioned above the trigger guard latch pin, and in the slot if
it's a solid pin. You will have to press the spring up to get the pin under it. The pistol is
upside-down in this picture, so down is up and over is under. The picture shows the hard way to
install the latch pin if it's a roll pin. The easy way is to drive it in from the left until it protrudes
inside the frame just far enough to hook the spring over it, and then drive it in the rest of the

way. Before you begin to drive it in, orient the split side of the split pin to the rear; then the
trigger guard latch will slip over the smooth side. Orient the disconnector with the sloping side
forward and hold it in with the pin. The pin also holds the ejector straight. It's handy to install
the safety now because it holds other stuff together. If you polish the front end of the safety
latch with a cotton buffing wheel and polishing compound , then the safety will work more
smoothly. Assemble the safety just like in the diagram, and pin it in place. Center the pin. Orient
the pieces as in the diagram; assembly is the reverse of disassembly. Slide in the pin 47 until
it's just flush. If it goes in too far, it blocks the hole where the trigger guard pin 39 goes and you
can't reach the slot to pull it out. But you can stick a needle in the trigger guard pin hole and
push it back. Trigger guard. A space for the slide stop spring is milled out in the side of the
trigger guard. The trigger guard holds the slide stop spring in its proper place against the inside
of the frame. Be sure the slide stop spring is flat against the frame as you install the trigger
guard so it doesn't get buggered. If it's hard to get the holes to line up for the pin, engage the
trigger guard in the latch the completely assembled position and pull it back and down like in
the picture. Grips and grip screws. If the sear pin and the disconnector pin have the old-style
square sheet-metal heads, then be sure they're properly positioned. Now engage the safety and
reinstall the grip panels. The grip panels hold the sear pin, the disconnector pin, and the trigger
guard pivot pin in place. Disengage the safety and install the slide as usual. Dell Computer. It's
best to disassemble the m. This worked for me:. Push out the trigger guard pivot pin 39 and the
trigger guard falls out. With the hammer forward and slid back a little, the sear comes up from
underneath. With the sear spring in position as shown above, press the ejector down on top.
Now you see the automatic safety through the hole in the ejector, and not the sear spring.
Before you replace the toothpick with the ejector pin, test the sear and automatic safety. In this
picture, the old guy is pushing on the automatic safety with his right index finger. Here you can
see the trigger pivot pin replacing the punch. We all know that the nature of man is to have fun
with things. And having fun with handguns can have 2 extents. The first is the obvious, you take
your pew to the range and shoot and shoot and repeat. The second part of having fun with a
handgun is customisation of your CZ 82 with the help of gun parts. And thankfully the
aftermarket handgun market is as versatile as can be. There are many companies that specialise
in gun upgrades and maybe even more single gun enthusiasts that temper with their firearms to
a safe extent. The CZ 82, as well as other handgun types, can be upgraded with accessories as
well as have gun parts replaced. The market with gun parts is wide and there are many options
for purchasing. Either in bulks, sets or separately. The options for your CZ 82include sights,
slide stops, barrels, triggers, cylinders, hammers, muzzles, trigger guards etc. There are several
parts and accessories such as handgun sights, grips or magazines which will be mentioned in
this article briefly and you can find detailed information in articles about them here: sights,
grips or magazines. The simplest and one of the most useful part upgrades is a sight upgrade.
Although this is not a specialised article about it, the basis stays the same - there are numerous
options and the best place to find them is here. Many handguns offer the option to have their
sights exchanged either for night sights or red dot sights. Night sights can be divided into
photoluminescent sights, tritium sights and fiber optic sights. Red dot sights, on the other hand
differ from manufacturer to manufacturer but the basis is that they offer a stabilised point of
aim. This is a great choice if you are looking for two things, more comfort and an outstanding
look. Custom grips will improve your shooting because they will let your hand grip be more
tight and secure and custom grips will improve your gun looks. Grip modifications will definitely
improve your grip no pun intended. There are several types of grips that you can utilise. There
are exchangable grips that come with the firearm from the manufacturer or you can invest in
grip tapes, finger groove grips and many more. Check the options below. Magazines are a
useful example of the saying there is always room for more ammo. Upgrade the capacity of your
firearm by choosing a custom mag and feel a little bit safer. Insufficient lubrication and faulty
magazine springs and followers are often the case of mag failures. A match grade mag
eliminates this and you will have a better feeling while defending yourself. Find more info below.
Mag upgrades differ and vary, you can just upgrade your baseplate or you can invest in a larger
capacity magazine. You can also invest in getting a professional match grade mag that is just
basically a factory magazine on steroids and is upgraded to perfection. A pistol slide gets the
job done and if you go one step forward and get your hands on a custom pistol slide you can
not only have a slide that gets the job done but also looks the way you want. Many handguns
have the option to have their slides customised, check them below. Another possibility of
upgrading your handgun is a new and custom barrel. Factory barrels can be always upgraded
and a brand new barrel can minimise recoil and improve your shooting experience. The
aftermarket with barrels is thriving so you can just delve in and look at all the options possible.
While not a part of the firearm itself, the handgun holster is one of the more important features

of your carry. A properly retaining and safe holster will improve one of the most important parts
of your carry - the speed of the draw and the safety of your firearm. Remember, always choose
custom holsters. Well the obvious reason is that no two shooters are the same and what is
perfect for one might be not so perfect for the other. We strongly recommend visiting a trusty
gunsmith even with the smallest modifications as that person has years of experience and a
transparent portfolio of work done. If you are skilled enough then just delve into modifications
for your CZ The variety of the market is as wide as the variety of the gun market. There are
modifications available that not only upgrade how the gun works, which is the main aim of the
market, there are numerous part modifications that also make your CZ 82 look better. And the
saying that beauty is in the eye of the beholder may be true, but let's be honest, when you
protect and defend the life of you or the ones around you, you might just do it with a gun that
looks better than the average one. All thanks to gun parts. If you are able to do the change
yourself go for it, but always remember that a small failure in your gunsmithing endeavour may
result in tragedy. Most, if not all, handguns can be enhanced through services of gunsmiths.
What can they do? As we mentioned before, the several types of available custom parts let you
upgrade your performance. There are also upgrades that improve the aesthetics of your firearm.
The first type of upgrades - mechanical upgrades - have a little bit of warning packed with them.
While you or your local gunsmith are making upgrades to any part of your firearm please
consider that changing the trigger pull or pull weights will directly affect your performance. And
making your firearm lighter also changes the recoil so for the sake of disclaiming this, please
consult a professional before doing any mechanical changes to your firearm. The latter
category of upgrades - aesthetic ones - come without any warnings. Just please have one thing
in mind - taste. An essential reference for everyone interested in guns, this complete reference
shows how to repair, improve, customize, and alter firearms. Complete troubleshooting
information about problems such as misfiring and feeding and extraction failures is provided,
along with tips for mounting a scope, fitting grips, and more. Howe's book is intended as an
inspirational source as well as a technical guide to the student who is anxious to study
gunsmithing but has been led to believe it is a craft that can only be mastered by old world
teaching methods. Howe's work remains a valuable teaching tool to this day. Profusely
illustrated with over one hundred drawings and illustrations. This book is a classic in the
gunsmithing world, and the edition presented here is a , Skyhorse Publishing reprint of the
original version. The book is a substantial read at pages and will likely be used as a reference
tool by most. Choose from various modifications for your CZ 82, including holsters, parts,
sights, magazines, grips, lasers, lights and cleaning utilities. Your CZ 82 can be dismantled to
parts. These parts can be changed if you need to upgrade performance or just need to modify
the handgun to your liking. Dismantling and assembling should be done with caution or by the
hands of professionals to prevent a risk of malfunctions or accidents. Check article below about
spare part options and upgrades for your CZ Parts types. Check out on Amazon. Check out on
Brownells. Check out at Craft Holsters. Get The Book At Amazon. Accessories Mod your CZ 82
with these accessories Choose from various modifications for your CZ 82, including holsters,
parts, sights, magazines, grips, lasers, lights and cleaning utilities. The continued
metal-to-metal hammering and contact that occurs each time your weapon is fired will
eventually cause fatigue, stress, and disfigurement to the action parts and could eventually
crack the receiver. A recoil buffer is an affordable and easy to install accessory that absorbs
much of the impact energy between the bolt-carrier and the rear of the receiver. Unlike other
recoil buffers that require the dissassembly of the recoil spring assembly, my recoil buffers
easily install over the spring assembly and can quickly be changed from one weapon to another
in just a few seconds. Please make yourself welcome here, browse around and if you have
questions regarding any of the products that I make or sell please feel free to drop me an e-mail
or give me a call. As you can see, I currently offer many additional weapon accessories aside
from recoil buffers and have many more still to come, so please check in often and see what's
new. Accept Credit Cards Online. Home Log In. Search This Site Advanced Search. Dealers
Dealer Specials. PPS recoil buffer. They really work Know everything??? Quick Picks. Powered
by Zen Cart. Enter Your Email Address. Firearms 1. Gun Parts 7. CZ Surplus 8. Used 8. Semi
Auto Handgun 1. Black 2. Blued 5. Ammo for Handguns. Ammo for Rifles. Ammo for Rimfire.
Ammo for Shotguns. Collector's Corner. Body Armor. Gun Parts. AK Parts. Choke Tubes.
Conversion Kits. CZ 82 Parts. Muzzle Devices. Parts Kits. Recoil pads. Star BM Parts. Purses for
Carry. Gunsmith Specials. Do you think Biden's magazine and "assault weapon" bans will
pass? Enter your keywords above, or for additional options click the button below. Ameriglo
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st Produ.. Speer Springfield Arm.. Williams Gunsig.. CZ 82 and 83 Parts. Displaying 1 to 8 of 8
products. This is a CZ82 frame only. The frame does not include any other parts not pictured.
Black coated finish, may CZ 82 factory original ejector block and pin. Also fits CZ Used in G-VG
condition and will show some wear. CZ 82 factory original hammer kit, with hammer, hammer
pin, main spring, main spring plug, main spring strut, and main spring plug pin CZ 82 factory
original recoil spring. CZ 82 factory original ambi safety lever with pin, safety latch, and safety
latch spring. Used in G-VG condition and CZ 82 factory original sear set, with sear, sear spring,
hammer lever, automatic safety, and two sear pivot pins 23 style 2. CZ 82 factory original slide.
Stripped of all small parts except includes front and rear sights. Used in G-VG condition and will
show CZ 82 factory originaltrigger kit, includes trigger, trigger spring, trigger pin, trigger bar,
trigger bar pin, and disconnector.

